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The Last Card
Inside George W. Bush’s Decision
to Surge in Iraq
edited by Timothy Andrews Sayle,
Jeffrey A. Engel, Hal Brands, & William
Inboden

This is the real story of how George W. Bush came to double-down on Iraq in the highest stakes gamble of his entire
presidency. Drawing on extensive interviews with nearly thirty
senior officials, including President Bush himself, The Last
Card offers an unprecedented look into the process by which
President Bush overruled much of the military leadership and
many of his trusted advisors, and authorized the deployment of
roughly 30,000 additional troops to the warzone in a bid to save
Iraq from collapse in 2007.
In The Last Card we have access to the deliberations among
the decision-makers on Bush’s national security team as they
embarked on that course and is a portrait of leadership—firm
and daring if flawed—in the Bush White House.
The personal perspectives from men and women who
served at the White House, Foggy Bottom, the Pentagon, and
in Baghdad, are complemented by critical assessments written
by leading scholars in the field of international security. Taken
together, the candid interviews and probing essays are a first
draft of the history of the surge and new chapter in the history
of the American presidency.
Timothy Andrews Sayle is Assistant Professor in the Department of History at the University of Toronto.
Jeffrey A. Engel is Director of the Center for Presidential History
at Southern Methodist University.

“The Last Card provides an extraordinarily
useful collective oral history of the decision-making leading to the ‘surge,’ and
offers a set of incisive essays that critique
and assess the decision and process that
led to it.”—Melvyn P. Leffler, University of
Virginia, author of Safeguarding Democratic Capitalism
“The Last Card is an exhaustively
researched account of how President
George W. Bush made the decision to
conduct the Surge in Iraq. Readers will
find this a gripping description of how
the president made one of the toughest
calls of his time in office.”—General David
Petraeus, (US Army, Ret.), Commander of
the Surge in Iraq , US Central Command,
and Coalition Forces in Afghanistan

Hal Brands is Henry A. Kissinger Distinguished Professor of
Global Affairs at Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced
International Studies.
William Inboden is Executive Director and William Powers, Jr.,
Chair of the Clements Center for National Security at the University of Texas at Austin.

$34.95t hardcover 978-1-5017-1518-1
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The Day After
Why America Wins the War but Loses the
Peace
Brendan R. Gallagher

Since 9/11, why have we won smashing battlefield victories
only to botch nearly everything that comes next? In the opening phases of war in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya, we mopped
the floor with our enemies. But in short order, things went horribly wrong.
We soon discovered we had no coherent plan to manage
the “day after.” This helped set the stage for an extraordinary
historical moment in which America’s role in the world, along
with our commitment to democracy at home and abroad, have
become subject to growing doubt. With the benefit of hindsight,
can we discern what went wrong? Why have we had such great
difficulty planning for the aftermath of war?
In The Day After, Brendan Gallagher—an Army lieutenant
colonel with multiple combat tours to Iraq and Afghanistan, and
a Princeton PhD—seeks to tackle this vital question. Gallagher
argues there is a tension between our desire to create a new democracy and our competing desire to pull out as soon as possible.
Our leaders often strive to accomplish both to keep everyone
happy. But by avoiding the tough underlying decisions, it fosters
an incoherent strategy. This makes chaos more likely.
The Day After draws on new interviews with dozens of civilian and military officials, ranging from US cabinet secretaries
to four-star generals. Striking at the heart of what went wrong
in our recent wars, and what we should do about it, Gallagher
asks whether we will learn from our mistakes, or provoke even
more disasters? Human lives, money, elections, and America’s
place in the world hinges on the answer.
Brendan R. Gallagher is a US Army lieutenant colonel in the
75th Ranger Regiment with seven completed tours to Iraq and
Afghanistan. He received the General George C. Marshall award
as the top US graduate at the Army Command and General Staff
College, and is currently a battalion commander. He holds a PhD
in public and international affairs from Princeton.

$32.95t hardcover 978-1-5017-3962-0
320 pages, 6 x 9
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“The Day After asks why America has so
often won the war but lost the peace that
followed. Brendan Gallagher’s answers
are correct and timeless: Postwar is harder
than war. Beware of magical thinking.
Learn from history. His book is a good
reference for heads of state, scholars, and
soldiers.”—Lieutenant Colonel John Nagl,
US Army (Ret.), author of Knife Fights
“A thought-provoking, intensively-researched, and compelling account (and
cautionary tale) of the enormous challenges of the ‘post-conflict’ phases of America’s major post-9/11 interventions—by a
true soldier-scholar who served on the
ground in Iraq and Afghanistan and then
carefully studied those conflicts.”
—General David Petraeus, US Army (Ret.)
“The Day After is a searing indictment of
American strategic incompetence. This
book will make you angry—and it should.”—
Gideon Rose, author of How Wars End

The Nuclear Spies
America’s Atomic Intelligence Operation
against Hitler and Stalin
Vince Houghton

Why did the US intelligence services fail so spectacularly to
know about the Soviet Union’s nuclear capabilities following
World War II? As Vince Houghton, historian and curator of the
International Spy Museum in Washington, DC, shows us, that
disastrous failure came just a few years after the Manhattan
Project’s intelligence team had penetrated the Third Reich and
knew every detail of the Nazi ‘s plan for an atomic bomb. What
changed and what went wrong?
Houghton’s riveting retelling of this fascinating case of
American spy ineffectiveness in the then new field of scientific
intelligence provides us with a new look at the early years of the
Cold War. During that time, scientific intelligence quickly grew
to become a significant portion of the CIA budget as it struggled
to contend with the incredible advance in weapons and other scientific discoveries immediately after World War II. As Houghton
shows, the abilities of the Soviet Union’s scientists, its research
facilities and laboratories, and its educational system became
a key consideration for the CIA in assessing the threat level of
its most potent foe. Sadly, for the CIA scientific intelligence
was extremely difficult to do well. For when the Soviet Union
detonated its first atomic bomb in 1949, no one in the American
intelligence services saw it coming.
Vince Houghton is Historian and Curator at the International Spy Museum. He taught courses in Cold War history and
intelligence history at the University of Maryland and is the
host and creative director of Spycast, the Spy Museum’s popular
podcast. His work has been published widely in such media as
Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, The Economist, Vanity Fair,
and many others.

“The Nuclear Spies deftly navigates the
decisions made, for better or worse, by
World War II–era American intelligence
agencies. This book [adds to our] understanding of scientific intelligence as a tool
for national security.”—Valerie Plame, former covert CIA Operations Officer
“Vince Houghton is clearly well versed in
the history and the intelligence challenges
about which he is writing, resulting in an
illuminating and valuable book.”—Richard
Immerman, Temple University, author of
The Hidden Hand
“The Nuclear Spies is a valuable
contribution to the history of science and,
in particular, the emergence of scientific
intelligence as a national security tool. . .
and is critical for our current and future
scientific intelligence programs.”—John C.
Browne, Los Alamos National Laboratory

$27.95t hardcover 978-1-5017-3959-0
244 pages, 6 x 9
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Special Duty
A History of the Japanese Intelligence
Community
Richard J. Samuels

The prewar history of the Japanese intelligence community
demonstrates how having power over much, but insight into
little can have devastating consequences. Its postwar history—
one of limited Japanese power despite growing insight—has
also been problematic for national security.
In Special Duty Richard J. Samuels dissects the fascinating
history of the intelligence community in Japan. Looking at the
impact of shifts in the strategic environment, technological
change, and past failures, he probes the reasons why Japan has
endured such a roller-coaster ride when it comes to intelligence
gathering and analysis, and concludes that the ups and downs
of the past century—combined with growing uncertainties in
the regional security environment—have convinced Japanese
leaders of the critical importance of striking balance between
power and insight. Using examples of excessive hubris and debilitating bureaucratic competition before the Asia-Pacific War, the
unavoidable dependence on US assets and popular sensitivity
to security issues after World War II, and the tardy adoption of
image-processing and cyber technologies, Samuels’ bold book
highlights the century-long history of Japan’s struggles to develop a fully functioning and effective intelligence capability, and
makes clear that Japanese leaders have begun to reinvent their
nation’s intelligence community.
Richard J. Samuels is Ford International Professor of Political
Science and Director of the Center for International Studies at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Einstein Visiting Fellow at the Free University of Berlin. His books have won
prizes from the American Political Science Association, the Association for Asian Studies, and the Society for Italian Historical
Studies. His most recent book is 3.11: Disaster and Change in
Japan. Follow him on Twitter @dicksamuelsMIT.

$32.95t hardcover 978-1-5017-4158-6
384 pages, 6 x 9, 22 b&w halftones, 5 b&w line drawings
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“This is a truly wonderful book written by
a leading and highly respected scholar in
the field of Japanese security and politics.
It offers much needed insight to academics and policymakers alike as they seek to
understand the changes in Japan’s security
choices.”
—Sheila Smith, Council on Foreign
Relations, author of Intimate Rivals
“Special Duty is a timely book, and a
suitable next installment in Richard
Samuels’ influential oeuvre on modern
Japanese security policy.”
—Michael Green, Georgetown University,
author of Arming Japan
“This book is a masterpiece that incisively
analyzes the Japanese intelligence
community and its activities. I learned a lot
from this book. I think that Japan wants to
overcome the various problems facing its
intelligence and become a part of the Five
Eyes as soon as possible.”
—Satoshi Morimoto, Former Minister of
Defense, Japan

Yellow Star, Red Star
Holocaust Remembrance after Communism
Jelena Subotic

Yellow Star, Red Star asks why Holocaust memory continues to
be so deeply troubled—ignored, appropriated, and obfuscated—
throughout Eastern Europe, even though it was in those lands
that most of the extermination campaign occurred. As part of
accession to the European Union, Jelena Subotic shows, East
European states were required to adopt, participate in, and contribute to the established Western narrative of the Holocaust.
This requirement created anxiety and resentment in post-communist states: Holocaust memory replaced communist terror
as the dominant narrative in Eastern Europe, focusing instead
on predominantly Jewish suffering in World War II. Influencing the European Union’s own memory politics and legislation
in the process, post-communist states have attempted to reconcile these two memories by pursuing new strategies of Holocaust remembrance. The memory, symbols, and imagery of
the Holocaust have been appropriated to represent crimes of
communism.
Yellow Star, Red Star presents in-depth accounts of Holocaust
remembrance practices in Serbia, Croatia, and Lithuania, and
extends the discussion to other East European states. The book
demonstrates how countries of the region used Holocaust remembrance as a political strategy to resolve their contemporary
“ontological insecurities”—insecurities about their identities,
about their international status, and about their relationships
with other international actors. As Subotic concludes, Holocaust
memory in Eastern Europe has never been about the Holocaust
or about the desire to remember the past, whether during communism or in its aftermath. Rather, it has been about managing
national identities in a precarious and uncertain world.

“Yellow Star, Red Star is a passionate and
engaging study of the politics of Holocaust memory in Eastern Europe after
communism. Jelena Subotić has produced
a first-rate piece of scholarship and one
that’s refreshingly enjoyable to read.”
—Jeffrey Kopstein, University of California,
Irvine, author of Intimate Violence
“Jelena Subotić pulls no punches in
showing how contemporary problems in
Eastern Europe—the rise of the far-right,
revival of WWII-era fascist ideologies,
emergence of extreme nationalist and
populist rhetoric—can be linked to the
criminalization of communist and antifascist past. This is an outstanding book.”
—Jovan Byford, Open University, author of
Denial and Repression of Antisemitism

Jelena Subotic is Professor of Political Science at Georgia State
University in Atlanta. She is the author of Hijacked Justice and
numerous scholarly articles.
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Fighting for Virtue
Justice and Politics in Thailand
Duncan McCargo

Fighting for Virtue investigates how Thailand’s judges were
tasked by the late King Bhumibol Adulyadej (Rama IX) in 2006
with helping to solve the country’s intractable political problems—and what happened next. Across the last decade of Rama
IX’s rule, Duncan McCargo examines the world of Thai judges:
how they were recruited, trained, and promoted, and how they
were socialized into a conservative world view that emphasized
the proximity between the judiciary and the monarchy.
McCargo delves into three pivotal freedom of expression
cases that illuminate Thai legal and cultural understandings
of sedition and treason, before examining the ways in which accusations of disloyalty made against controversial former prime
minister Thaksin Shinawatra came to occupy a central place in
the political life of a deeply polarized nation. The author navigates the highly contentious role of the Constitutional Court as a
key player in overseeing and regulating Thailand’s political order
before concluding with reflections on the significance of the
Bhumibol era of “judicialization” in Thailand. In the end, posits
McCargo, under a new king, who appears far less reluctant to
assert his own power and authority, the Thai courts may now
assume somewhat less significance as a tool of the monarchical
network.
Duncan McC argo is Director of the Nordic Institute of Asian
Studies and Professor of Political Science at the University of
Copenhagen. He is author of Tearing Apart the Land, which won
the inaugural Bernard Schwartz Book Prize from the Asia Society in 2009.

STUDIES OF THE WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE, CO,UMBIA UNIVERSITY
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“Fighting for Virtue is quite detailed and
rich, and will appeal to anyone interested in Thai politics. It should be assigned
reading in courses on Thai politics, Southeast Asian comparative politics, and law
courses.”
—Thak Chaloemtiarana, author of Read Till
It Shatters
“Fighting for Virtue reflects Duncan
McCargo’s important and long recognized
ability to identify matters of great
salience and to interpret them in ways
that have a lasting impact on the study of
contemporary Thailand.”
—Michael J. Montesano, ISEAS-Yusof
Ishak Institute, Singapore

Strategies for Governing
Reinventing Public Administration for a
Dangerous Century
Alasdair Roberts

With the fields of public administration and public management
suffering a crisis of relevance, Alasdair Roberts offers a provocative assessment of their shortfalls. The two fields, he finds, no
longer address urgent questions of governance in a turbulent
and dangerous world.
Strategies for Governing offers a new path forward for research,
teaching, and practice. Leaders of states, Roberts writes, are constantly reinventing strategies for governing. Experts in public administration must give advice on the design as well as execution
of strategies that are effective, robust, and principled. Strategies
for Governing challenges us to reinvigorate public administration
and public management, preparing the fields for the challenges
of the twenty-first century.
Alasdair Roberts is Director of the School of Public Policy and
Professor of Political Science and Public Policy at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. He is author of America’s First
Great Depression and The End of Protest. Follow him on Twitter
@alasdairroberts.

“Alasdair Roberts is one of the most
thoughtful scholars working in public
administration today, and Strategies for
Governing is an important and challenging
book. It will be an instant classic—a
must-read for established researchers and
budding scholars.”
—Donald F. Kettl, University of Texas
at Austin, author of The Politics of the
Administrative Process, 7th Edition
“Just in time, Alasdair Roberts makes a
provocative argument urging public
administration to return to basics.
Strategies for Governing rediscovers the
field’s roots and describes a conceptual
and practical route back to relevance in
public life!”
—Mary E. Guy, University of Colorado,
Denver, author of Essentials of Public
Service

$25.95s paperback 978-1-5017-4711-3
208 pages, 6 x 9
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Warlord Survival
The Delusion of State Building in
Afghanistan
Romain Malejacq

How do warlords survive and even thrive in contexts that are
explicitly set up to undermine them? How do they rise after
each fall? Warlord Survival answers these questions. Drawing on
hundreds of in-depth interviews in Afghanistan between 2007
and 2018, with ministers, governors, a former vice-president,
warlords and their entourages, opposition leaders, diplomats,
NGO workers, and local journalists and researchers, Romain
Malejacq provides a full investigation of how warlords adapt and
explains why weak states like Afghanistan allow it to happen.
Malejacq follows the careers of four warlords in Herat, Sheberghan, and Panjshir—Ismail Khan, Abdul Rashid Dostum,
Ahmad Shah Massoud, and Mohammad Qasim Fahim. He
shows how they have successfully negotiated complicated political environments to survive ever since the beginning of the
Soviet-Afghan war. The picture he paints in Warlord Survival
is one of astute political entrepreneurs with a proven ability to
organize violence. Warlords exert authority through a process
in which they combine, instrumentalize, and convert different
forms of power to prevent the emergence of a strong, centralized
state. But, as Malejacq shows, the personal relationships and
networks fundamental to the authority of Ismail Khan, Dostum,
Massoud, and Fahim are not necessarily contrary to bureaucratic
state authority. In fact, these four warlords, and others like them,
offer durable and flexible forms of power in unstable, violent
countries.
Romain Malejacq is Assistant Professor at the Centre for International Conflict Analysis & Management at Radboud University Nijmegen. Follow him on Twitter @afghanopoly.

$39.95s hardcover 978-1-5017-4642-0
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“Warlord Survival is given heft by the
richness of the data, the care with which
the data has been curated, and the way in
which it has been combined with potent
sociological insights. This book will acquire a cherished place on the bookshelves
of security and development professionals.”
—Jesse Driscoll, University of California,
San Diego, author of Warlords and
Coalition Politics in Post-Soviet States
“Romain Malejacq has written an excellent
study of considerable importance,
sophisticated and accessible. It
significantly advances our understanding
of the problems that international actors
have encountered in trying to promote
new political structures in Afghanistan
since 2001.”
—William Maley, Australian National
University, author of Transition in
Afghanistan

Super Bomb
Organizational Conflict and the
Development of the Hydrogen Bomb
Ken Young & Warner R. Schilling

Super Bomb unveils the story of the events leading up to President Harry S. Truman’s 1950 decision to develop a “super,” or
hydrogen, bomb. That fateful decision and its immediate consequences are detailed in a diverse and complete account built on
newly released archives and previously hidden contemporaneous
interviews with more than sixty political, military, and scientific
figures who were involved in the decision.
Ken Young and Warner R. Schilling present the expectations, hopes, and fears of the key individuals who lobbied for
and against developing the H-bomb. They portray the conflicts
that arose over the H-bomb as rooted in the distinct interests
of the Atomic Energy Commission, the Los Alamos laboratory,
the Pentagon and State Department, the Congress, and the
White House. But as they clearly show, once Truman made his
decision in 1950, resistance to the H-bomb opportunistically
shifted to new debates about the development of tactical nuclear
weapons, continental air defense, and other aspects of nuclear
weapons policy. What Super-Bomb reveals is that in many ways
the H-bomb struggle was a proxy battle over the morality and
effectiveness of strategic bombardment and the role and doctrine of the US Strategic Air Command.

“Super Bomb brings new evidence to
bear on an important historical issue
and engages in detail with the existing
scholarship. This is a work of high quality.”
—David Holloway, Stanford University,
author of Stalin and the Bomb
“Super Bomb portrays conflicts that arose
as rooted in the distinct interests of several
institutions through whose channels
politics flowed, resulting in a truly bravura
performance, providing both generalists
and specialists a better understanding of
the world in which we live.”—Joseph M.
Siracusa, Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology University

The late K en Young was Professor of Public Policy at King’s
College, London. He was a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and the Academy of Social Sciences and the author of The
American Bomb in Britain.
The late Warner R. Schilling was James T. Shotwell Professor of
International Relations Emeritus at Columbia University, where
he taught for six decades and served as director of Columbia’s
Institute of War and Peace Studies.

CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS
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Empire’s Labor
The Global Army That Supports U.S. Wars
Adam Moore

In a dramatic unveiling of the little-known world of contracted
military logistics, Adam Moore examines the lives of the global
army of laborers who support US overseas wars. Empire’s Labor
brings us the experience of the hundreds of thousands of men
and women who perform jobs such as truck drivers and administrative assistants at bases located in warzones in the Middle
East and Africa. He highlights the changes the US military has
undergone since the Vietnam War, when the ratio of contractors to uniformed personnel was roughly 1:6. In Afghanistan
it has been as high as 4:1. This growth in logistics contracting
represents a fundamental change in how the US fights wars,
with the military now dependent on a huge pool of contractors
recruited from around the world. It also, Moore demonstrates,
has social, economic, and political implications that extend well
beyond the battlefields.
Focusing on workers from the Philippines and Bosnia, two
major sources of “third country national” (TCN) military labor,
Moore explains the rise of large-scale logistics outsourcing since
the end of the Cold War; describes the networks, infrastructures, and practices that span the spaces through which people,
information, and goods circulate; and reveals the experiences
of foreign workers, from the hidden dynamics of labor activism
on bases, to the economic and social impacts these jobs have on
their families and the communities they hail from. Through
his extensive fieldwork and interviews, Moore gives voice to the
agency and aspirations of the many thousands of foreigners who
labor for the US military.
Adam Moore is Associate Professor in the Department of Geography at the University of California, Los Angeles. He is author of
Peacebuilding in Practice. Follow him on Twitter @ConflictGeo.

THIS BOOK IS ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN OPEN ACCESS MONOGRAPH THROUGH
CORNELL OPEN AND TOME.

$19.95s paperback 978-1-5017-4217-0
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“Empire’s Labor is a beautifully written, essential book exposing the labor and labor
exploitation underpinning the military industrial complex, US empire, and the corporations fueling permanent war.”—David
Vine, Professor of Anthropology, American University, author of Base Nation

Labor in the Time of Trump
Edited by Jasmine Kerrissey, Eve
Weinbaum, Clare Hammonds, Tom
Juravich, & Dan Clawson

Labor in the Time of Trump critically analyzes the right-wing
attack on workers and unions and offers strategies to build a
working–class movement.
While President Trump’s election in 2016 may have been
a wakeup call for labor and the Left, the underlying processes
behind this shift to the right have been building for at least forty
years. The contributors show that only by analyzing the vulnerabilities in the right-wing strategy can the labor movement
develop an effective response.
Essays in the volume examine the conservative upsurge, explore key challenges the labor movement faces today, and draw
lessons from recent activist successes.
The editors of this book are faculty members of the Labor Center
and Sociology Department at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. Combined, they have dozens of books and articles that
analyze the labor movement, work, and politics. They regularly
work with unions and worker centers, and they teach graduate
courses in labor studies, economics, history, organizing, and
union campaigns.

“This book offers a timely, needed, and
original set of interpretations of the
political moment in which we live. The
emphasis here is not on theoretical
debates but rather on practical political
analysis and the construction of
alternatives.”—Nik Theodore, University
of Illinois at Chicago

Contributors:
Donald Cohen, founder and executive director of In the Public Interest; Bill Fletcher, Jr.,
author of Solidarity Divided; Shannon Gleeson, Cornell University School of Industrial
and Labor Relations; Sarah Jaffe, co-host of Dissent Magazine’s Belabored podcast; Cedric
Johnson, University of Illinois at Chicago; Jennifer Klein, Yale University; Gordon Lafer,
University of Oregon’s Labor Education and Research Center; Jose La Luz, labor activist
and public intellectual; Nancy MacLean, Duke University; MaryBe McMillan, President
of the North Carolina state AFL-CIO; Jon Shelton, University of Wisconsin, Green Bay;
Lara Skinner, The Worker Institute at Cornell University; Kyla Walters, Sonoma State
University

ILR PRESS
$24.95s paperback 978-1-5017-4660-4
264 pages, 6 x 9
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Constructing Allied Cooperation
Diplomacy, Payments, and Power in
Multilateral Military Coalitions
Marina E. Henke

How do states overcome problems of collective action in the
face of human atrocities, terrorism and the threat of weapons
of mass destruction? How does international burden-sharing in
this context look like: between the rich and the poor; the big and
the small? These are the questions Marina E. Henke addresses
in her new book Constructing Allied Cooperation. Through qualitative and quantitative analysis of eighty multilateral military
coalitions, Henke demonstrates that coalitions do not emerge
naturally. Rather, pivotal states deliberately build them. They
develop operational plans and bargain suitable third parties
into the coalition, purposefully using their bilateral and multilateral diplomatic connections—what Henke terms diplomatic
embeddedness—as a resource. As Constructing Allied Cooperation shows, these ties constitute an invaluable state capability
to engage others in collective action: they are tools to construct
cooperation.
The theory and evidence presented by Henke force us to
revisit the conventional wisdom on how cooperation in multilateral military operations comes about. The author generates
new insights with respect to who is most likely to join a given
multilateral intervention, what factors inf luence the strength
and capacity of individual coalitions, and what diplomacy and
diplomatic ties are good for. Moreover, as the Trump administration promotes an “America First” policy and withdraws from
international agreements and the United Kingdom completes
Brexit, Constructing Allied Cooperation is an important reminder
that international security cannot be delinked from more mundane forms of cooperation; multilateral military coalitions thrive
or fail depending on the breadth and depth of existing social and
diplomatic networks.
Marina E. Henke is Assistant Professor of International Relations and the Co-Chair of the War & Society Working Group at
Northwestern University.

$47.95s hardcover 978-1-5017-3969-9
264 pages, 6 x 9, 3 b&w halftones, 4 charts
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“Constructing Allied Cooperation will be
a valuable resource for those interested
in multilateral military coalitions and
international security cooperation
more generally. It combines theoretical
innovation with rich empirical work.”—
Alexander Thompson, Ohio State
University, and author of the awardwinning Channels of Power
“Marina E. Henke’s book is intriguing,
interesting, and provocative. Her ability
to insightfully explain the transactional
nature of relationships between large
and small actors attempting to complete
their coalitions reveals in great detail
the complicated nature of international
coalition building.”—Jeffrey A. Engel,
Southern Methodist University, and
author of When the World Seemed New

Arguing about Alliances
The Art of Agreement in Military-Pact
Negotiations
Paul Poast

Why do some attempts to conclude alliance treaties end in failure? From the inability of European powers to form an alliance
that would stop Hitler in the 1930s, to the present inability of
Ukraine to join NATO, states frequently attempt but fail to form
alliance treaties. In Arguing about Alliances, Paul Poast sheds
new light on the purpose of alliance treaties by recognizing that
such treaties come from negotiations, and that negotiations can
end in failure.
In a book that bridges Stephen Walt’s Origins of Alliances and
Glenn Snyder’s Alliance Politics, two classic works on alliances,
Poast identifies two conditions that result in non-agreement:
major incompatibilities in the internal war plans of the participants, and attractive alternatives to a negotiated agreement for
various parties to the negotiations. As a result, Arguing about
Alliances focuses on a group of states largely ignored by scholars:
states that have attempted to form alliance treaties but failed.
Poast suggests that to explain the outcomes of negotiations,
specifically how they can end without agreement, we must pay
particular attention to the wartime planning and coordinating
functions of alliance treaties. Through his exploration of the
outcomes of negotiations from European alliance negotiations
between 1815 and 1945, Poast offers a typology of alliance treaty
negotiations and establishes what conditions are most likely to
stymie the attempt to formalize recognition of common national
interests.

“Arguing about Alliances makes an essential
argument for the need to understand
the context within which alliances are
negotiated, and moves the literature
forward.”—Mark J. C. Crescenzi,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
author of Of Friends and Foes
“Paul Poast shows how the study of
international alliances and international
conflict more generally can benefit from
understanding when states fail to agree
on alliance. Poast’s work is exemplary.”—
Douglas M. Gibler, University of Alabama,
author of The Territorial Peace

Paul Poast is Associate Professor in the Department of Political
Science at the University of Chicago. He is author of The Economics of War and co-author of Organizing Democracy. Follow
him on Twitter @ProfPaulPoast.

$49.95s hardcover 978-1-5017-4024-4
264 pages, 6 x 9, 9 b&w line drawings, 3 m,aps, 3 charts
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Tempting Fate
Why Nonnuclear States Confront Nuclear
Opponents
Paul C. Avey

Why would countries without nuclear weapons even think about
fighting nuclear-armed opponents? A simple answer is that no
one believes nuclear weapons will be used. But that answer fails
to consider why nonnuclear state leaders would believe that in
the first place. In this superb unpacking of the dynamics of
conflict under conditions of nuclear monopoly, Paul C. Avey
argues that the costs and benefits of using nuclear weapons
create openings that weak nonnuclear actors can exploit.
Tempting Fate uses four case studies to show the key strategies available to nonnuclear states: Iraqi decision-making under
Saddam Hussein in confrontations with the United States; Egyptian leaders’ thinking about the Israeli nuclear arsenal during
wars in 1969–70 and 1973; Chinese confrontations with the
United States in 1950, 1954, and 1958; and a dispute that never
escalated to war, the Soviet-United States tensions between 1946
and 1948 that culminated in the Berlin Blockade. Those strategies include limiting the scope of the conflict, holding chemical and biological weapons in reserve, seeking outside support,
and leveraging international non-use norms. Counterintuitively,
conventionally weak nonnuclear states are better positioned to
pursue these strategies than strong ones, so that wars are unlikely when the nonnuclear state is powerful relative to its nuclear
opponent. Avey demonstrates clearly that nuclear weapons cast
a definite but limited shadow, and while the world continues
to face various nuclear challenges, understanding conflict in
nuclear monopoly will remain a pressing concern for analysts
and policymakers.
Paul C. Avey is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Virginia Tech.
THIS BOOK IS ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN OPEN ACCESS MONOGRAPH THROUGH
CORNELL OPEN AND TOME.

CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS
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“Nonnuclear countries sometimes attack
states armed with nuclear weapons
despite the belief that nuclear arsenals
protect countries. Tempting Fate provides
a thought-provoking explanation for
why this happens, offers a significant
contribution to our understanding
of conflict dynamics in the shadow
of nuclear weapons, and is required
reading for anyone interested in nuclear
deterrence.”—Matthew Fuhrmann, Texas
A&M University, and author of Atomic
Assistance

Amoral Communities
Collective Crimes in Time of War
Mila Dragojevic

In Amoral Communities, Mila Dragojevic examines how conditions conducive to atrocities against civilians are created during
wartime in some communities. She identifies the exclusion of
moderates and the production of borders as the main processes.
In these places, political and ethnic identities become linked and
targeted violence against civilians becomes both tolerated and
justified by the respective authorities as a necessary sacrifice for
a greater political goal.
Dragojevic augments the literature on genocide and civil
wars by demonstrating how violence can be used as a political
strategy, and how communities, as well as individuals, remember episodes of violence against civilians. The communities on
which she focuses are Croatia in the 1990s and Uganda and
Guatemala in the 1980s. In each case Dragojevic considers how
people who have lived peacefully as neighbors for many years
are suddenly transformed into enemies, yet intracommunal
violence is not ubiquitous throughout the conflict zone; rather,
it is specific to particular regions or villages within those zones.
Reporting on the varying wartime experiences of individuals,
she adds depth, emotion, and objectivity to the historical and
socioeconomic conditions that shaped each conflict.
Furthermore, as Amoral Communities describes, the exclusion of moderates and the production of borders limit individuals’ freedom to express their views, work to prevent the possible
defection of members of an in-group, and facilitate identification
of individuals who are purportedly a threat. Even before mass
killings begin, Dragojevic finds, these and similar changes will
have transformed particular villages or regions into amoral
communities, places where the definition of crime changes and
violence is justified as a form of self-defense by perpetrators.

“Mila Dragojević’s book significantly contributes to our understanding of local-level
violence, civil war and insurgencies, and
the wars in Croatia and Bosnia.”—V.P.
Gagnon Jr., Ithaca College, author of the
prize-winning The Myth of Ethnic War
“Amoral Communities is methodologically
innovative as it takes the respondents’ understanding of violence seriously—not as
a ‘test’ of preexisting deductive theory, but
as an actual explanation. It is a wonderful
contribution to the comparative study of
ethnic violence.”—Jelena Subotić, Georgia
State University, author of Hijacked Justice

Mila Dragojevic is Associate Professor of Politics at the University of the South. She is author of The Politics of Social Ties.
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Rough Draft
Cold War Military Manpower Policy and the
Origins of Vietnam-Era Draft Resistance
Amy J. Rutenberg

Rough Draft draws the curtain on the race and class inequities
of the Selective Service during the Vietnam War. Amy J. Rutenberg argues that policy makers’ idealized conceptions of Cold
War middle-class masculinity directly affected whom they targeted for conscription and also for deferment. Federal officials
believed that college educated men could protect the nation from
the threat of communism more effectively as civilians than as
soldiers. The availability of deferments for this group mushroomed between 1945 and 1965, making it less and less likely
that middle-class white men would serve in the Cold War army.
Meanwhile, officials used the War on Poverty to target poorer
and racialized men for conscription in the hopes that military
service would offer them skills they could use in civilian life.
As Rutenberg shows, manpower policies between World War
II and the Vietnam War had unintended consequences. While
some men resisted military service in Vietnam for reasons of
political conscience, most did so because manpower polices
made it possible. By shielding middle-class breadwinners in
the name of national security, policymakers militarized certain
civilian roles—a move that, ironically, separated military service
from the obligations of masculine citizenship and, ultimately,
helped kill the draft in the United States.
Amy J. Rutenberg is Assistant Professor of History at Iowa State
University. Follow her on Twitter @amyjay401.
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“Lively and accessible, Rough Draft
challenges the conventional wisdom
about Americans’ commitment to military
service, the motivations behind Vietnamera draft resistance, and the construction
of appropriate roles for men in post-World
War II society. It will be read by armchair
historians and students of military and
gender studies alike.”—Heather Stur,
University of Southern Mississippi, author
of The U.S. Military and Civil Rights Since
World War II
“A superb addition to any course evaluating
the relationships between war and
American society. Well-written and
tightly argued, Rutenberg illuminates the
problems of social mobilization into the
armed forces during the Cold War era, all
the while contesting the popular memory
of the ‘Greatest Generation.’”—Gregory
A. Daddis, Chapman University, author of
Westmoreland’s War

Rebel Politics
A Political Sociology of Armed Struggle in
Myanmar’s Borderlands
David Brenner

Rebel Politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in
Myanmar, one of the most entrenched armed conflicts in the
world. Since 2011, a national peace process has gone hand-inhand with escalating ethnic conflict. The Karen National Union
(KNU), previously known for its uncompromising stance against
the central government of Myanmar, became a leader in the
peace process after it signed a ceasefire in 2012. Meanwhile,
the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) returned to the
trenches in 2011 after its own seventeen-year-long ceasefire
broke down. To understand these puzzling changes, Brenner
conducted ethnographic fieldwork among the KNU and KIO,
analyzing the relations between rebel leaders, their rank-andfile, and local communities in the context of wider political and
geopolitical transformations. Drawing on Political Sociology,
Rebel Politics explains how revolutionary elites capture and lose
legitimacy within their own movements and how these internal contestations drive the strategies of rebellion in unforeseen
ways. Brenner presents a novel perspective that contributes to
our understanding of contemporary politics in Southeast Asia,
and to the study of conflict, peace and security, by highlighting
the hidden social dynamics and everyday practices of political violence, ethnic conflict, rebel governance and borderland politics.
David Brenner is Lecturer in International Relations at Goldsmiths, University of London. Follow him on Twitter @
DavBrenner.

“Rebel Politics is underpinned by years
of extraordinary fieldwork, including
unprecedented access to the leaders of
some of Myanmar’s ethnic-minority rebel
groups. It is a pathbreaking book, essential
reading not only for Myanmar-watchers
but also anyone interested in insurgencies
and state formation.”—Lee Jones, Queen
Mary University of London, author of
Societies Under Siege
“David Brenner’s book ought to be
mandatory reading for any practitioner
or academic interested in the issues of
peacebuilding, conflict resolution, and
borderlands development in Myanmar
specifically, and in the country’s social
processes and politics more widely.”—
Karin Dean, Tallinn University
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Activists in Transition
Progressive Politics in Democratic Indonesia
Edited by Thushara Dibley & Michele
Ford

Activists in Transition examines the relationship between social
movements and democratization in Indonesia. Collectively, progressive social movements have played a critical role over in
ensuring that different groups of citizens can engage directly
in—and benefit from—the political process in a way that was
not possible under authoritarianism. However, their individual roles have been different, with some playing a decisive
role in the destabilization of the regime and others serving as
bell-weathers of the advancement, or otherwise, of Indonesia’s
democracy in the decades since. Equally important, democratization has affected social movements differently depending on
the form taken by each movement during the New Order period.
The book assesses the contribution that nine progressive social
movements have made to the democratization of Indonesia since
the late 1980s, and how, in turn, each of those movements has
been influenced by democratization.
Thushara Dibley is Lecturer in Asian Studies and Deputy Director of Sydney Southeast Asia Centre. Follow her on Twitter
@thushdibley.
Michele Ford is Professor of Southeast Asian Studies and Director of Sydney Southeast Asia Centre. Follow her on Twitter
@MicheleSSEAC.

SOUTHEAST ASIA PROGRAM PUBLICATIONS
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“Activists in Transition makes a strong
contribution to the literature on
political change in Indonesia—and
Southeast Asia more broadly—in
providing comprehensive and up-todate information on the nature and fate
of progressive politics in Indonesia.”—
Jane Hutchison, Asia Research Centre,
Murdoch University
“Each chapter is broadly historical, showing
the long sweep of change over the forty
years or so from the mid New Order to
the present day. Activists in Transition
is well documented, clearly structured,
pleasingly written, and authoritative.”—
Gerry van Klinken, KITLV and University
of Amsterdam

Constitutional Dysfunction on Trial
Congressional Lawsuits and the Separation
of Powers
Jasmine Farrier

In an original assessment of all three branches, Jasmine Farrier reveals a new way in which the American federal system is
broken. Turning away from the partisan narratives of everyday
politics, Constitutional Dysfunction on Trial diagnoses the deeper
and bipartisan nature of imbalance of power that undermines
public deliberation and accountability, especially on war powers.
By focusing on the lawsuits brought by Congressional members
that challenge presidential unilateralism, Farrier provides a new
diagnostic lens on the permanent institutional problems that
have undermined the separation of powers system in the last five
decades, across a diverse array of partisan and policy landscapes.
As each chapter demonstrates, member lawsuits are an outlet
for frustrated members of both parties who cannot get their
House and Senate colleagues to confront overweening presidential action through normal legislative processes. But these
lawsuits often backfire—leaving Congress as an institution even
more disadvantaged. Farrier argues these suits are more symptoms of constitutional dysfunction than the cure. Constitutional
Dysfunction on Trial shows federal judges will not and cannot
restore the separation of powers system alone. Fifty years of
congressional atrophy cannot be reversed in court.

“Constitutional Dysfunction on Trial is a
work of the highest quality, one that will
be influential on the most significant issues
involved in national government powers.”—
Richard Pious, Barnard College, author of
Why Presidents Fail
“Jasmine Farrier is an established scholar
with a well-deserved reputation for
excellent work and creative approaches
to long-standing problems: this book is
no exception, and will make an important
contribution by asking why the courts can’t
be part of the discussion on unrestrained
presidential power.”—Chris Edelson,
American University, author of Power
without Constraint

Jasmine Farrier is Chair and Professor in the Department of
Political Science at the University of Louisville. She is author of
Passing the Buck and Congressional Ambivalence.
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The Twenty-Six Words That Created
the Internet
Jeff Kosseff

“No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be
treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided
by another information content provider.”
Did you know that these twenty-six words are responsible for
much of America’s multibillion-dollar online industry? What
we can and cannot write, say, and do online is based on just one
law—a law that protects online services from lawsuits based on
user content. Jeff Kosseff exposes the workings of Section 230
of the Communications Decency Act, which has lived mostly
in the shadows since its enshrinement in 1996. Because many
segments of American society now exist largely online, Kosseff
argues that we need to understand and pay attention to what
Section 230 really means and how it affects what we like, share,
and comment upon every day.
The Twenty-Six Words That Created the Internet tells the story
of the institutions that flourished as a result of this powerful
statute. It introduces us to those who created the law, those who
advocated for it, and those involved in some of the most prominent cases decided under the law. Kosseff assesses the law that
has facilitated freedom of online speech, trolling, and much
more. His keen eye for the law, combined with his background
as an award-winning journalist, demystifies a statute that affects
all our lives –for good and for ill. While Section 230 may be
imperfect and in need of refinement, Kosseff maintains that it
is necessary to foster free speech and innovation.
For filings from many of the cases discussed in the book and
updates about Section 230, visit jeff kosseff.com
Jeff Kosseff is Assistant Professor in the US Naval Academy’s
Cyber Science department, where he teaches cybersecurity law.
He has practiced technology and First Amendment law. He was
a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting and the
recipient of the George Polk Award in National Reporting.

$26.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-1441-2
328 pages, 6 x 9
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“Kosseff has a thorough grasp of his
material, and readers will find his
exploration of Section 230 balanced,
timely, and consistently thoughtprovoking.”—Publishers Weekly
“Kosseff’s book is timely, given the
intensifying debate about whether
Congress should find ways to hold Internet
companies accountable for third-party
speech that harms individuals and society
as a whole. But the book’s value goes
beyond timing. The author’s background
as a journalist and his current roles as
a professor and a lawyer enable him
to produce an engaging narrative that
explains the law clearly and compels us to
think about speech in the modern age and
who is responsible when it is harmful.”—
The Washington Post
“Jeff Kosseff’s new book provides the
first-ever comprehensive history of this
monumentally important law. The book’s
lucid and reader-friendly style will fully
engage Section 230 newcomers; while
the book’s many never-before-publicized
details will enlighten Section 230
enthusiasts.”—Eric Goldman, Santa Clara
University

America the Fair
Using Brain Science to Create a More Just
Nation
Dan Meegan

What makes a person liberal or conservative? Why does the
Democratic Party scare off so many possible supporters? When
does our “injustice trigger” get pulled, and how can fairness
overcome our human need to look for a zero-sum outcome to
our political battles?
Tapping into a pop culture zeitgeist linking Bugs Bunny,
Taylor Swift, and John Belushi; through popular science and
the human brain; to our political predilections, arguments, and
distrusts, Daniel Meegan suggests that fairness and equality
are key elements missing in today’s society. Having crossed the
border to take up residency in Canada, Meegan, an American
citizen, has seen first-hand how people enjoy as rights what
Americans view as privileges. Fascinated with this tension, he
suggests that American liberals are just missing the point. If
progressives want to win the vote, they need to change strategy
completely and champion government benefits for everyone, not
just those of lower income. If everyone has access to inexpensive
quality health care, open and extensive parental leave, and free
postsecondary education, then everyone will be happier and
society will be fair. The Left will also overcome an argument
of the Right that successfully, though incongruously, appeals
to the middle- and upper-middle classes: that policies that help
the economically disadvantaged are inherently bad for others.
Making society fair and equal, Meegan argues, would
strengthen the moral and political position of the Democratic
Party and place it in a position to revive American civic life. Fairness, he writes, should be selfishly enjoyed by everyone.
Daniel Meegan is Associate Professor of Psychology at the University of Guelph.

“[Meegan] writes a far more coherent
narrative of contemporary American
politics than a political scientist could likely
write about psychology. . . . Meegan uses
engaging examples from psychological
studies, evolutionary biology, and popular
culture.”—Choice
“There’s really a lot to like about America
the Fair. Meegan reveals ground common
to both conservatives and liberals,
proposing a value frame for the greatest
number of voters: fairness.”—Chris Weber,
University of Arizona
“America the Fair makes a compelling case
that equity-based programs for the middle
class are the best way to help those in
need. Every American who cares about
the future of our country should read this
book.”—Alicia Munnell, The Center for
Retirement Research, author of Falling
Short
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Hope and History
A Memoir of Tumultuous Times
William J. vanden Heuvel
foreword by Dougl as Brinkley

Hope and History is both a memoir and a call-to-action for the
renewal of faith in democracy and America. US Ambassador
William J. vanden Heuvel presents his most important public
speeches and writings, compiled and presented over eight decades of adventure and public service, woven together with anecdotes of his colorful life as a second-generation American, a
soldier, a lawyer, a political activist, and a diplomat. He touches
upon themes that resonate as much today as they did when he
first encountered them: the impact of heroes and mentors; the
tragedy of the Vietnam War; the problems of racism and desegregation in America; tackling the crisis in America’s prisons;
America and the Holocaust; and the plight and promise of the
United Nations. Along the way, he allows us to share his journey
with some of the great characters of American history: Eleanor
Roosevelt, William J. “Wild Bill” Donovan, President John F.
Kennedy and RFK, Harry S. Truman, and Jimmy Carter.
Throughout, vanden Heuvel persuades us that there is still
room for optimism in public life. He shows how individuals,
himself among them, have tackled some of America’s most intractable domestic and foreign policy issues with ingenuity and
goodwill, particularly under the leadership of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt and those who sought and still seek to follow in his
footsteps. He is not afraid to challenge the hatred and bigotry
that are an unfortunate but undeniable part of the American
fabric. He exhorts us to embrace all the challenges and opportunities that life in the United States can offer.
William J. vanden Heuvel served as Deputy US Permanent Representative to the United Nations. A former president of the
International Rescue Committee, he was Executive Assistant
to General William J. Donovan, Special Counsel to Governor
Averell Harriman, and Assistant to Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy. He is the founder of the Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt Institute. Ambassador vanden Heuvel is an international
attorney and investment banker.
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“A well-respected American diplomat
looks back on his life and career. . . . Clear
and straightforward. . . he provides an
interesting look at the civil rights struggles
of the 1960s and the ‘revolution of rising
expectations.’ . . . His memoir makes for
hopeful reading.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Through this exquisite rendering of Bill
vanden Heuvel’s remarkable life and
career, readers will find exactly what the
title suggests—hope in our troubled times.
A dazzling cast of historical characters
comes to life in these pages, including
Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt, JFK and
RFK, James Baldwin, and Jimmy Carter.
But the character who unites every chapter
in this book is vanden Heuvel himself—a
man whose career reminds us of how
honorable public service can be.”—Doris
Kearns Goodwin
“Bill vanden Heuvel represents something
precious in the American character. Open,
humble, optimistic, ambitious, his life
story is an invitation to us all to do better.
From Presidents to peasants, Bill is always
learning and always contributing. We need
more people like him.”—David Miliband,
International Rescue Committee

Small Arms
Children and Terrorism
Mia Bloom with John Horgan

Why do terrorist organizations use children to support their
cause and carry out their activities? Small Arms uncovers the
brutal truth behind the mobilization of children by terrorist
groups.
Mia Bloom and John Horgan show us the grim underbelly
of society that allows and even encourages the use of children
to conduct terrorist activities. They provide readers with the
who, what, when, why, and how of this increasingly concerning
situation, illuminating a phenomenon that to most of us seems
abhorrent. And yet, they argue, for terrorist groups the use of
children carries many benefits. Children possess skills that
adults lack. They often bring innovation and creativity. Children
are, in fact, a superb demographic from which to recruit if you
are a terrorist.
Small Arms answers questions about recruitment strategies
and tactics, determines what makes a child terrorist and what
makes him or her different from an adult one, and charts the
ways in which organizations use them. The unconventional
focus on child and youth militants allows the authors to, in
essence, give us a biography of the child terrorist and the organizations that use them. We are taken inside the mind of the
adult and the child to witness that which perhaps most scares us.
Mia Bloom is Professor of Communication at Georgia State University. She is author of several books, including, most recently,
Bombshell.
John G. Horgan is Distinguished University Professor in the
Global Studies Institute at Georgia State University. He is author
of numerous books, including, most recently, The Psychology
of Terrorism.

$27.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-5388-5
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“Drawing on a wide body of case studies,
the authors examine the many ways
child soldiers are drawn into their roles—
which, in the end, usually turn out to
be as cannon fodder. . . . Of interest to
military planners as well as workers in the
humanitarian aid/NGO sphere.”—Kirkus
Reviews
“Small Arms is a timely book on a critical
and long-neglected subject. Bloom and
Horgan’s multidisciplinary approach,
comprehensive research, and impressive
field work paint a compelling picture of the
indoctrination and exploitation of children
by terrorists worldwide and sheds new
light on this odious and, sadly, increasingly
prevalent phenomenon.”—Bruce Hoffman,
Georgetown University and author of
Inside Terrorism
“Bloom and Horgan, among the world’s
foremost scholars of terrorism, address
the horrific terrorist practice of training
children to murder adults. Highly
recommended for anyone interested in
how terrorism and terrorists evolve.”—
Jessica Stern, Boston University, and
author of Terror in the Name of God
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Anti/Vax
Reframing the Vaccination Controversy
Bernice L. Hausman

Antivaxxers are crazy. That is the perception we all gain from
the media, the internet, celebrities, and beyond, writes Bernice
Hausman in Anti/Vax, but we need to open our eyes and ears
so that we can all have a better conversation about vaccine skepticism and its implications.
Hausman argues that the heated debate about vaccinations
and whether to get them or not is most often fueled by accusations and vilifications rather than careful attention to the
real concerns of many Americans. She wants to set the record
straight about vaccine skepticism and show how the issues
and ideas that motivate it—like suspicion of pharmaceutical
companies or the belief that some illness is necessary to good
health—are commonplace in our society.
Through Anti/Vax, Hausman wants to engage public health
officials, the media, and each of us in a public dialogue about
the relation of individual bodily autonomy to the state’s responsibility to safeguard citizens’ health. We need to know more
about the position of each side in this important stand-off so that
public decisions are made through understanding rather than
stereotyped perceptions of scientifically illiterate antivaxxers or
faceless bureaucrats. Hausman reveals that vaccine skepticism
is, in part, a critique of medicalization and a warning about the
dangers of modern medicine rather than a glib and gullible
reaction to scaremongering and misunderstanding.
Bernice L. Hausman is Chair of the Department of Humanities
at the Penn State College of Medicine in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
She is the author of Viral Mothers, Mother’s Milk, and Changing
Sex.
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“Bernice L. Hausman has provided us with
something we as a society needed—an
intelligent, thoughtful, nuanced discussion
of the ‘vaccine controversy.’ She helps us
think through the media flurry and has
produced a book that speaks to the social
sciences and the humanities. A brilliant
book!”—Barbara Katz Rothman, City
University of New York, author of A Bun
in the Oven
“Bernice L. Hausman provides a fresh
examination of the anti-vaccine
controversy by closely reading the
preceding epistemological, social, and
cultural discourses within the debate.
Anti/Vax is demonstrative of the value
of rhetorical analysis in explicating
social controversies.”—Tod Chambers,
Northwestern University

Political Survivors
The Resistance, the Cold War, and the Fight
against Concentration Camps after 1945
Emma Kuby

In 1949, as Cold War tensions in Europe mounted, French intellectual and former Buchenwald inmate David Rousset called
upon fellow concentration camp survivors to denounce the Soviet
Gulag as a “hallucinatory repetition” of Nazi Germany’s most
terrible crime. In Political Survivors, Emma Kuby tells the riveting story of what followed his appeal, as prominent members
of the wartime Resistance from throughout Western Europe
united to campaign against the continued existence of inhumane internment systems around the world. The International
Commission against the Concentration Camp Regime brought
together those originally deported for acts of anti-Nazi political
activity who believed that their unlikely survival incurred a duty
to bear witness for other victims. Over the course of the next
decade, these pioneering activists crusaded to expose political
imprisonment, forced labor, and other crimes against humanity
in Franco’s Spain, Maoist China, French Algeria, and beyond.
Until now, the CIA’s secret funding of Rousset’s movement
has remained in the shadows. Kuby reveals this clandestine arrangement between European camp survivors and American
intelligence agents. She also brings to light how Jewish Holocaust victims were systematically excluded from Commission
membership – a choice that fueled the group’s rise, but also
helped lead to its premature downfall. The history that she unearths provides a striking new vision of how wartime memory
shaped European intellectual life and ideological struggle after
1945, showing that the key lessons Western Europeans drew
from the war centered on “the camp,” imagined first and foremost as a site of political repression rather than ethnic genocide.
Political Survivors argues that Cold War dogma and acrimony,
tied to a distorted understanding of WWII’s chief atrocities,
overshadowed the humanitarian possibilities of the nascent
anti-concentration camp movement as Europe confronted the
violent decolonizing struggles of the 1950s.

$32.50 hardcover 978-1-5017-2440-4
312 pages, 6 x 9

“A meticulous, nuanced look inside the
deeply fraught postwar political theater in
France and Europe.”—Kirkus Reviews
“A penetrating look at an arcane subject.
Deeply researched and fluently written.”—
The Chicago Tribune
“Like an investigative journalist, Emma
Kuby reveals how Cold War intrigue
shaped the International Commission
Against the Concentration Camp Regime,
self-appointed to give voice to victims of
state atrocity.”—Andrea Pitzer, author of
One Long Night
“Brilliant and original, Political Survivors
combines a new, more probing form of
political history with an innovative, more
populist kind of intellectual history.”—
Mary Louise Roberts, author of What
Soldiers Do
E mma Kuby is Assistant Professor of
History at Northern Illinois University.
A specialist in modern France and its
overseas empire, she has authored numerous articles on violence, justice, and
memory in post-war Europe.
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Enduring Alliance
A History of NATO and the Postwar Global
Order
Timothy Andrews Sayle

Born from necessity, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) has always seemed on the verge of collapse. Even now,
some seventy years after its inception, some consider its foundation uncertain and its structure weak. At this moment of incipient strategic crisis, Timothy A. Sayle offers a sweeping history
of the most critical alliance in the post-World War II era.
In Enduring Alliance, Sayle recounts how the western European powers, along with the United States and Canada, developed a treaty to prevent encroachments by the Soviet Union
and to serve as a first defense in any future military conflict.
As the growing and unruly hodgepodge of countries, councils,
commands, and committees inflated NATO during the Cold
War, Sayle shows that the work of executive leaders, high-level
diplomats, and institutional functionaries within NATO kept
the alliance alive and strong in the face of changing administrations, various crises, and the flux of geopolitical maneuverings.
Resilience and flexibility have been the true hallmarks of NATO.
As Enduring Alliance deftly shows, the history of NATO is
organized around the balance of power, preponderant military
forces, and plans for nuclear war. But it is also the history riven
by generational change, the introduction of new approaches to
conceiving international affairs, and the difficulty of diplomacy
for democracies. As NATO celebrates its seventieth anniversary,
the alliance once again faces challenges to its very existence
even as it maintains its place firmly at the center of western
hemisphere and global affairs.
Timothy A. Sayle is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Toronto and a fellow of the Bill Graham Centre for Contemporary International History and the Southern Methodist
University’s Center for Presidential History.
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“Sayle provides an in-depth analysis.
. . [as] he contextualizes the personal
perspectives of the alliance’s political,
military, and diplomatic leadership. . . .
Sayle persuasively makes the point that
the primary fear among these leaders was
not the Red Army crossing Germany’s
Fulda Gap but rather the “problem of
democracy” itself.”—Literary Review of
Canada
“The logic, history, and analysis of Enduring
Alliance are impeccable, and Timothy
Andrews Sayle’s account is particularly
useful at this moment when the Atlantic
partnership is on unsteady ground. A
must-read for policymakers seeking
to ensure the Pax Atlantic is the
indispensable and truly enduring alliance
of our times.”—Admiral James Stavridis,
USN (Ret), Supreme Allied Commander
at NATO, 2009-2013
“Sayle offers new insights, exposes various
myths, and explores the complexities and
challenges of this unique, oft-troubled, but
resilient alliance. Must-read for scholars of
history, security studies, and institutions,
as well as anyone concerned about the
state of NATO today.”—Francis J. Gavin,
author ofNuclear Statecraft

When Right Makes Might
Discipline and Desire in the U.S. Army
Andrew Byers

THE SEXUAL

ECONOMY OF
In The Sexual Economy of War, Andrew Byers argues that in the
early twentieth century, concerns about unregulated sexuality
affected every aspect of how the US Army conducted military
operations. Far from being an exercise marginal to the institution and its scope of operations, governing sexuality was, in fact,
integral to the military experience during a time of two global
conflicts and numerous other army deployments.
In this revealing study, Byers shows that none of the issues
related to current debates about gender, sex, and the military—
the inclusion of LGBTQ soldiers, sexual harassment and violence, the integration of women—is new at all. Framing the
American story within an international context, he looks at
case studies from the continental United States, Hawaii, the
Philippines, France, and Germany. Drawing on internal army
policy documents, soldiers’ personal papers, and disciplinary
records used in criminal investigations, The Sexual Economy
of War illuminates how the US Army used official policy, legal
enforcement, indoctrination, and military culture to govern wayward sexual behaviors. Such regulation, and its active opposition,
leads Byers to conclude that the tension between organizational
control and individual agency has deep and tangled historical
roots.
Andrew Byers researches the history of the regulation of the
human body and the intersection of science, sexuality, and law
in civilian and military contexts.

DISCIPLINE AND DESIRE
IN THE U.S. ARMY

ANDREW BYERS
“Andrew Byers’s mastery of sources—most
particularly in the United States Army’s
courts-martial records—is rare. His book
makes clear that the Army’s attempts
to regulate sex, and the contests over
how, why, and when to regulate it, matter
a great deal.”—Beth Bailey, author of
America’s Army
“This is an excellent book, broad-ranging
in scope and analysis, and eminently
readable. Andrew Byers’s unpacking
of American martial masculinity in the
context of overseas deployment—colliding
as it did with tropical environments
and racial miscegenation—is especially
astute.”—Bobby A. Wintermute, co-author
of Race and Gender in Modern Western
Warfare
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The Moral Witness
Trials and Testimony after Genocide
Carolyn J. Dean

The Moral Witness is the first cultural history of the “witness
to genocide” in the West. Carolyn J. Dean shows how the witness became a protagonist of twentieth-century moral culture
by tracing the emergence of this figure in courtroom battles
from the 1920s to the 1960s—covering the Armenian genocide,
the Ukrainian pogroms, the Soviet Gulag, and the trial of Adolf
Eichmann. In these trials, witness testimonies differentiated
the crime of genocide from war crimes and began to form our
understanding of modern political and cultural murder.
By the turn of the twentieth century, the “witness to genocide”
became a pervasive icon of suffering humanity and a symbol of
western moral conscience. Dean sheds new light on the recent
global focus on survivors’ trauma. Only by placing the moral
witness in a longer historical trajectory, she demonstrates, can
we understand how the stories we tell about survivor testimony
have shaped both our past and contemporary moral culture.
C arolyn J. Dean is Charles J. Stille Professor of History and
French at Yale University. She is a cultural and intellectual historian of Modern Europe and the author of five books, including The Fragility of Empathy after the Holocaust and Aversion
and Erasure.
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“The Moral Witness is a brilliantly insightful
and thought-provoking book on how the
imagination of testimony evolved, which
goes far beyond earlier accounts of its
public emergence and power. Carolyn
Dean has always been one of the best
there is at combining theorized history
with the interventions in theory itself, and
this book is no exception.”—Samuel Moyn,
Yale University, and author of Christian
Human Rights
“Carolyn Dean provides a rich,
enlightening, and eye-opening narrative
on a central figure in twentieth-century
ethics and politics: the witness to mass
violence or atrocity.”—Thomas Keenan,
Bard College, and co-author of Mengele’s
Skull<

Statecraft by Stealth
Secret Intelligence and British Rule in
Palestine
Steven B. Wagner

Britain relied upon secret intelligence operations to rule Mandatory Palestine. Statecraft by Stealth sheds light on a time in
history when the murky triad of intelligence, policy, and security supported colonial governance. It emphasizes the role of the
Anglo-Zionist partnership, which began during World War I and
ended in 1939, when Britain imposed severe limits on Jewish
immigration and settlement in Palestine.
Steven Wagner argues that although the British devoted considerable attention to intelligence gathering and analysis, they
never managed to solve the basic contradiction of their rule:
a dual commitment to democratic self-government and to the
Jewish national home through immigration and settlement.
As he deftly shows, Britain’s experiment in Palestine shed all
pretense of civic order during the Palestinian revolt of 1936–41,
when the police authority collapsed and was replaced by a security state, created by army staff intelligence. That shift, Wagner
concludes, was rooted in Britain’s desire to foster closer ties with
Saudi Arabia just before the start of World War II, and thus
ended its support of Zionist policy.
Statecraft by Stealth takes us behind the scenes of British
rule, illuminating the success of the Zionist movement and the
failure of the Palestinians to achieve independence. Wagner focuses on four key issues to stake his claim: an examination of
the “intelligence state” (per Martin Thomas’s classic, Empires of
Intelligence), the Arab revolt, the role of the Mufti of Jerusalem,
and the origins and consequences of Britain’s decision to end
its support of Zionism.
Wagner crafts a superb story of espionage and clandestine
policy-making, showing how the British pitted individual communities against each other at particular times, and why.

“A readable, gripping narrative, resting on
an equally impressive source base. Wagner
has done remarkable detective work in
multilingual archives—including both
Hebrew and Arabic—to show how British
intelligence was fundamental to power and
policy in Mandate Palestine.”—Michael S.
Goodman, King’s College London

Steven Wagner is a Lecturer in International Security in the
Social and Political Sciences Department at Brunel University.
Follow him on Twitter @StevenWagner85.
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Plots against Russia
Conspiracy and Fantasy after Socialism
Eliot Borenstein

In this original and timely assessment of cultural expressions
of paranoia in contemporary Russia, Eliot Borenstein samples
popular fiction, movies, television shows, public political pronouncements, internet discussions, blogs, and religious tracts to
build a sense of the deep historical and cultural roots of konspirologiia that run through Russian life. Plots against Russia reveals
through dramatic and exciting storytelling that conspiracy and
melodrama are entirely equal-opportunity in modern Russia,
manifesting themselves among both pro-Putin elites and his
political opposition. As Borenstein shows, this paranoid fantasy
until recently characterized only the marginal and the irrelevant.
Now, through its embodiment in pop culture, the expressions
of a conspiratorial worldview are seen everywhere. Plots against
Russia is an important contribution to the fields of Russian literary and cultural studies from one of its preeminent voices.
Eliot Borenstein is Professor of Russian and Slavic Studies at
New York University. He is the author of Men without Women
and Overkill.
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“Plots against Russia is excellent. Eliot
Borenstein has written a playful, witty,
and invariably elegant book that makes
complex theoretical concepts easily
digestible and gives necessary retellings of
crazy fantasies that are simply hilarious.”—
Mark Lipovetsky, Professor of German
and Slavic Languages and Literatures,
University of Colorado, Boulder
“Plots against Russia, written with Eliot
Borenstein’s characteristic flair, leads
readers through an astounding maze of
plots, paranoia, and apocalypse that sheds
light on the timely topic of ‘conspirology’
and its links to issues of national identity
and popular culture.”—Michael Gorham,
Professor of Russian Studies, University of
Florida, and author of Speaking in Soviet
Tongues

To Shape Our World for Good
Master Narratives and Regime Change in
U.S. Foreign Policy, 1900–2011
C. William Walldorf, Jr.

Why does the United States pursue robust military invasions
to change some foreign regimes but not others? Conventional accounts focus on geopolitics or elite ideology. C. William
Walldorf, Jr., argues that the politics surrounding two broad,
public narratives—the liberal narrative and the restraint narrative—often play a vital role in shaping US decisions whether to
pursue robust and forceful regime change.
Using current sociological work on cultural trauma, Walldorf
explains how master narratives strengthen (and weaken), and
he develops clear predictions for how and when these narratives
will shape policy. To Shape Our World For Good demonstrates the
importance and explanatory power of the master-narrative argument, using a sophisticated combination of methods: quantitative analysis and eight cases in the postwar period that include
Korea, Vietnam, and El Salvador during the Cold War and more
recent cases in Iraq and Libya. The case studies provide the environment for a critical assessment of the connections among the
politics of master narratives, pluralism, and the common good
in contemporary US foreign policy and grand strategy. Walldorf
adds new insight to our understanding of US expansionism and
cautions against the dangers of misusing popular narratives
for short-term political gains—a practice all too common both
past and present.
C. William Walldorf, Jr., is Associate Professor in the Department of Politics and International Affairs at Wake Forest University. He is author of the award-winning Just Politics and co-editor
of the Oxford Companion to American Politics.

“To Shape Our World For Good is an
excellent book. It is theoretically
innovative, extensively researched, and
policy relevant. Both students and
practitioners of international politics would
benefit from reading it.”—Mark Haas,
Duquesne University, and author of The
Clash of Ideologies
“In To Shape Our World for Good, William
Walldorf argues persuasively that US
foreign policy is driven not just by the
balance of power or geography, but by
master narratives. Ascendant liberalism,
he seeks to show, has underpinned US
efforts at regime change. Deploying a
broad range of methods—qualitative
content analysis, statistical data, and
historical case studies—Walldorf adds
to a growing body of scholarly literature
revealing the cultural and discursive
underpinnings of US foreign policy.”—Ron
Krebs, University of Minnesota, author of
Narrative and the Making of US National
Security
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The Credibility Challenge
How Democracy Aid Influences Election
Violence
Inken von Borzyskowski

The key to the impact of international election support is credibility; credible elections are less likely to turn violent. So argues
Inken von Borzyskowski in The Credibility Challenge, in which
she provides an explanation of why and when election support
can increase or reduce violence.
Von Borzyskowski answers four major questions: Under
what circumstances can election support influence election
violence? How can election support shape the incentives of
domestic actors to engage in or abstain from violence? Does
support help reduce violence or increase it? And, which type of
support—observation or technical assistance—is better in each
instance? The Credibility Challenge pulls broad quantitative evidence and qualitative observations from Guyana, Liberia, Kenya,
Sierra Leone, and Bangladesh to respond to these questions. Von
Borzyskowski finds that international democracy aid matters for
election credibility and violence; outside observers can exacerbate postelection violence if they cast doubt on election credibility; and technical assistance helps build electoral institutions,
improves election credibility, and reduces violence. Her results
advance research and policy on peacebuilding and democracy
promotion in new and surprising ways.
Inken von Borzyskowski is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Florida State University. Her research has appeared in
International Studies Quarterly, British Journal of Political Science,
and Review of International Organizations.
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“Inken von Borzyskowski’s The Credibility
Challenge is thought-provoking and sure
to stir debate about the appropriate role of
international actors in their longstanding
efforts to promote democracy around
the world.”—Susan Hyde, University of
California, Berkeley
“This rigorous, compelling addition to
the research literature on international
democracy aid makes two
especially valuable contributions—
probing the complex, at times troubling
relationship between international
election assistance and electoral
violence, and highlighting the neglected
issue of technical elections assistance,
rather than only focusing on electoral
observation. Highly recommended for
both practitioners and scholars.”—Tom
Carothers, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace
“von Borzyskowski upends the conventional
wisdom that elections in poor places are
bound to be violent. A rare combination
of rigor, empirical depth, and policyrelevance, this study will set the tone
in the conversation on the role of the
international community in elections.”—
Nikolay Marinov, University of Houston

The Costs of Conversation
Obstacles to Peace Talks in Wartime
Oriana Skylar Mastro

After a war breaks out, what factors influence the warring parties’ decisions about whether to talk to their enemy, and when
may their position on wartime diplomacy change? How do we
get from only fighting to also talking?
In The Costs of Conversation, Oriana Skylar Mastro argues
that states are primarily concerned with the strategic costs of
conversation, and these costs need to be low before combatants
are willing to engage in direct talks with their enemy. Specifically, Mastro writes, leaders look to two factors when determining
the probable strategic costs of demonstrating a willingness to
talk: the likelihood the enemy will interpret openness to diplomacy as a sign of weakness, and how the enemy may change
its strategy in response to such an interpretation. Only if a state
thinks it has demonstrated adequate strength and resiliency to
avoid the inference of weakness, and believes that its enemy has
limited capacity to escalate or intensify the war, will it be open
to talking with the enemy.
Through four primary case studies—North Vietnamese
diplomatic decisions during the Vietnam War, those of China
in the Korean War and Sino-Indian War, and Indian diplomatic
decision making in the latter conflict—The Costs of Conversation
demonstrates that the costly conversations thesis best explains
the timing and nature of countries’ approach to wartime talks,
and therefore when peace talks begin. As a result, Mastro’s findings have significant theoretical and practical implications for
war duration and termination, as well as for military strategy,
diplomacy, and mediation.

“Oriana Skylar Mastro forwards a new
theory of when states agree to negotiate
peace. She demonstrates the power of that
theory through painstaking research on
several conflicts in Asia. This impressive
book thereby makes contributions to
international relations theory, Asian
studies, and diplomatic history.”—Thomas
J. Christensen, Columbia University
“Oriana Skylar Mastro’s The Costs
of Conversation is an important new
contribution towards our understanding of
wartime diplomacy and war termination.
The book is one of the first attempts to
unpack the strategic dimensions of a
belligerent’s decision whether or not to
engage in wartime diplomatic talks. An
important read for students, scholars,
and policy-makers.”—Dan Reiter, Emory
University, author of How Wars End

Oriana Skylar Mastro is Assistant Professor of Security Studies
at Georgetown University and an officer in the US Air Force
Reserve. You can follow her on Twitter @osmastro or on her
website at orianaskylarmastro.com.
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Gender, War, and World Order
A Study of Public Opinion
Richard C. Eichenberg

Motivated by the lack of scholarly understanding of the substantial gender difference in attitudes toward the use of military
force, Richard C. Eichenberg has mined a massive data set of
public opinion surveys to draw new and important conclusions.
By analyzing hundreds of such surveys across more than sixty
countries, Gender, War, and World Order offers researchers raw
data, multiple hypotheses, and three major findings.
Eichenberg poses three questions of the data: Are there
significant differences in the opinions of men and women on
issues of national security? What differences can be discerned
across issues, culture, and time? And what are the theoretical and political implications of these attitudinal differences?
Within this framework, Gender, War, and World Order compares
gender difference on military power, balance of power, alliances, international institutions, the acceptability of war, defense
spending, defense/welfare compromises, and torture. Eichenberg concludes that the centrality of military force, violence,
and war is the single most important variable affecting gender
difference; that the magnitude of gender difference on security
issues correlates with the economic development and level of
gender equality in a society; and that the country with the most
consistent gender polarization across the widest range of issues
is the United States.
Richard C. Eichenberg is Associate Professor of Political Science
at Tufts University. He is the author of Public Opinion and National Security in Western Europe.
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“Richard C. Eichenberg provides an
analysis that will be a landmark for past
and future studies of gender differences
in attitudes towards matters of national
security in international affairs. Gender,
War, and World Order should be highly
regarded by students of public opinion
and foreign policy.”—Robert Shapiro,
Columbia University, and coauthor of The
Rational Public
“Spanning conflicts, countries, and time,
this book is certain to become a go-to
source for scholars and students to
understand when and where men and
women diverge towards ‘hawk’ versus
‘dove’ positions on polls, and for anyone
who would like to better understand
public support for defense-related issues
overall.”—Deborah Jordan Brooks, The
Gallup Organization, and author of He
Runs, She Runs
“This book will be an essential read on
gender, war, and public opinion. Using a
vast array of empirical evidence, it maps
patterns of opinion about national security
and shows that the gender gap is real but
varies in important ways. An impressive
achievement.”—Elizabeth Saunders,
Georgetown University, and author of
Leaders at War

Proxy Wars
Suppressing Violence through Local Agents
edited by Eli Berman & David A. Lake

The most common image of world politics involves states negotiating, cooperating, or sometimes fighting with one another; billiard balls in motion on a global pool table. Yet working through
local proxies or agents, through what Eli Berman and David A.
Lake call a strategy of “indirect control,” has always been a central tool of foreign policy. Understanding how countries motivate
local allies to act in sometimes costly ways, and when and how
that strategy succeeds, is essential to effective foreign policy
in today’s world. In this splendid collection, Berman and Lake
apply a variant of principal-agent theory in which the alignment
of interests or objectives between a powerful state and a local
proxy is central. Through analysis of nine detailed cases, Proxy
Wars finds that: when principals use rewards and punishments
tailored to the agent’s domestic politics, proxies typically comply
with their wishes; when the threat to the principal or the costs to
the agent increase, the principal responds with higher-powered
incentives and the proxy responds with greater effort; if interests
diverge too much, the principal must either take direct action or
admit that indirect control is unworkable. Covering events from
Denmark under the Nazis to the Korean War to contemporary
Afghanistan, and much in between, the chapters in Proxy Wars
engage many disciplines and will suit classes taught in political
science, economics, international relations, security studies, and
much more.

“Proxy Wars represents a cohesive and
ambitious attempt to demonstrate the
value of a principal-agent framework for
understanding the dynamics of foreign
intervention, including why these efforts
often fail to achieve desired outcomes.”—
Jason Lyall, Yale University
“Not only does Proxy Wars address an issue
of contemporary policy relevance, the individual case studies are tightly integrated
with the theory, making it the definitive
work on the use of proxies in warfare.”—
Walter Ladwig III, King’s College London,
and author of The Forgotten Front

Eli Berman is Professor of Economics at the University of California, San Diego.
David A. L ake is the Gerri-Ann and Gary E. Jacobs Professor of
Social Sciences and Distinguished Professor of Political Science
at the University of California, San Diego.
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The Public Mapping Project
How Public Participation Can Revolutionize
Redistricting
Michael P. McDonald & Micah Altman

The Laurence and Lynne Brown Democracy Medal is an initiative of the McCourtney Institute for Democracy at Pennsylvania
State University. It annually recognizes outstanding individuals,
groups, and organizations that produce exceptional innovations
to further democracy in the United States or around the world.
Micah Altman and Michael P. McDonald unveil the Public
Mapping Project, which developed DistrictBuilder, an opensource software redistricting application designed to give the
public transparent, accessible, and easy-to-use online mapping
tools. As they show, the goal is for all citizens to have access to
the same information that legislators use when drawing congressional maps—and use that data to create maps of their own.
Micah Altman is Director of Research at the Program on Information Science for the MIT Libraries. He has authored more
than seventy articles, a half-dozen open-source software packages, and several books and monographs correcting computational
errors in the social sciences.
Michael P. McDonald is Associate Professor of Political Science
at the University of Florida and a Non-Resident Senior Fellow
at the Brookings Institution. He is a coprincipal investigator
on the Public Mapping Project. Widely published in scholarly
journals and law reviews, he is coauthor with Micah Altman
and Jeff Gill of Numerical Issues in Statistical Computing for the
Social Scientist.
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Poppies, Politics, and Power
Afghanistan and the Global History of Drugs
and Diplomacy
James Tharin Bradford

Historians have long neglected Afghanistan’s broader history
when portraying the opium industry. But in Poppies, Politics, and
Power, James Tharin Bradford rebalances the discourse, showing
that it is not the past forty years of lawlessness that makes the
opium industry what it is, but the sheer breadth of the twentieth-century Afghanistan experience. Rather than byproducts of
a failed contemporary system, argues Bradford, drugs, especially
opium, were critical components in the formation and failure
of the Afghan state.
In this history of drugs and drug control in Afghanistan,
Bradford shows us how the country moved from licit supply of
the global opium trade to one of the major suppliers of hashish and opium through changes in drug control policy shaped
largely by the outside force of the United States. Poppies, Politics,
and Power breaks the conventional modes of national histories
that fail to fully encapsulate the global nature of the drug trade.
By providing a global history of opium within the borders of
Afghanistan, Bradford demonstrates that the country’s drug
trade and the government’s position on that trade were shaped
by the global illegal market and international efforts to suppress
it. By weaving together this global history of the drug trade and
drug policy with the formation of the Afghan state and issues
within Afghan political culture, Bradford completely recasts the
current Afghan, and global, drug trade.

“Poppies, Politics, and Power reveals
unknown facts about opium production.
As such, this is a significant and welcome
contribution to our understanding of
opium production in Afghanistan, and
to our understanding of why the global
prohibition has failed.”—Pierre-Arnaud
Chouvy, Centre national de le recherche
scientifique, and author of Opium
“James Tharin Bradford, by analyzing
an important yet neglected period in
the history of Afghanistan and global
drug control, has written a book of high
quality and originality.”—James Windle,
University College Cork, and author of
Suppressing Illicit Opium Production

James Tharin Bradford is Assistant Professor of History at
Berklee College of Music, and Adjunct Lecturer at Babson College. He has published in the Journal of Iranian Studies, Oxford
University Handbook of Drug History, and Illegal Cannabis Cultivation in the World.
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Salvaging Community
How American Cities Rebuild Closed
Military Bases
Michael Touchton & Amanda J. Ashley

American communities face serious challenges when military
bases close. But affected municipalities and metro regions are
not doomed. Taking a long-term, flexible, and incremental approach, Michael Touchton and Amanda J. Ashley make strong
recommendations for collaborative models of governance that
can improve defense conversion dramatically and ensure benefits, even for low-resource municipalities. Communities can’t
control their economic situation or geographic location, but, as
Salvaging Community shows, communities can control how they
govern conversion processes geared toward redevelopment and
reinvention.
In Salvaging Community, Touchton and Ashley undertake a
comprehensive evaluation of how such communities redevelop former bases following the Department of Defense’s Base
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process. To do so, they developed the first national database on military redevelopment
and combine quantitative national analyses with three, in-depth
case studies in California. Salvaging Community thus fills the
void in knowledge surrounding redevelopment of bases and the
disparate outcomes that affect communities after BRAC.
The data presented in Salvaging Community points toward
effective strategies for collaborative governance that address the
present-day needs of municipal officials, economic development
agencies, and non-profit organizations working in post-BRAC
communities. Defense conversion is not just about jobs or economic rebound, Touchton and Ashley argue. Emphasizing inclusion and sustainability in redevelopment promotes rejuvenated
communities and creates places where people want to live. As
localities and regions deal with the legacy of the post-Cold War
base closings and anticipate new closures in the future, Salvaging Community presents a timely and constructive approach to
both economic and community development at the close of the
military-industrial era.

$24.95 paperback 978-1-5017-0006-4
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“Salvaging Community is well researched,
timely, and necessary, and will add
significant depth to all economic issues
related to base closings.”—John Mullin,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
“The closure of a military base is always
disruptive for the residents and businesses
in nearby cities and towns. Touchton
and Ashley perform a vital service in this
carefully researched book by showing
how former defense communities can find
creative ways to convert these facilities
to more productive uses.”—Christopher
Preble, Cato Institute
“This valuable book brings to light the
hidden, influential process of military land
transfer.”—Marc Doussard, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and author
of Degraded Work

Michael Touchton is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University
of Miami.
Amanda J. Ashley is Associate Professor
of Urban Studies and Community Development in the School of Public Service
at Boise State University.

The Racial Politics of Division
Interethnic Struggles for Legitimacy in
Multicultural Miami
Monika Gosin

The Racial Politics of Division deconstructs antagonistic discourses that circulated in local Miami media between African
Americans, “white” Cubans, and “black” Cubans during the
1980 Mariel Boatlift and the 1994 Balsero Crisis. Monika Gosin
challenges exclusionary arguments pitting these groups against
one another and depicts instead the nuanced ways in which identities have been constructed, negotiated, rejected, and reclaimed
in the context of Miami’s historical multiethnic tensions.
Focusing on ideas of “legitimacy,” Gosin argues that
dominant race-making ideologies of the white establishment
regarding “worthy citizenship” and national belonging shape
inter-minority conf lict as groups negotiate their precarious
positioning within the nation. Rejecting oversimplified and
divisive racial politics, The Racial Politics of Division portrays
the lived experiences of African Americans, white Cubans, and
Afro-Cubans as disrupters in the binary frames of worth-citizenship narratives.
Foregrounding the oft-neglected voices of Afro-Cubans,
Gosin posits new narratives regarding racial positioning and notions of solidarity in Miami. By looking back to interethnic conf lict that foreshadowed current demographic and social trends,
she provides us with lessons for current debates surrounding
immigration, interethnic relations, and national belonging.
Gosin also shows us that despite these new demographic realities, white racial power continues to reproduce itself by requiring
complicity of racialized groups in exchange for a tenuous claim
on US citizenship.

“Monika Gosin is ahead of the curve in
delving into one of the most critical and
popular fields in humanities—the ethnic
and racial relations between non-white
groups. This book looks to the future
as much as it sociologically analyzes
the past.”—Ibram Kendi, National Book
Award-winning author of Stamped from
the Beginning
“The Racial Politics of Division is a
crucial addition to the growing body of
scholarship on Miami. Gosin’s analysis
of interethnic relations moves beyond
the black/white binary to provide an
insightful and multi-layered account of the
city’s complex racial landscape.”—Albert
Sergio Laguna, Yale University, author
of Diversión

Monika Gosin is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the College
of William and Mary.

$29.95 paperback 978-1-5017-3824-1
276 pages, 6 x 9, 2 charts
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The New Politics of Transnational
Labor
Why Some Alliances Succeed
Marissa Brookes

Over the years many transnational labor alliances have succeeded in improving conditions for workers, but many more have
not. In The New Politics of Transnational Labor, Marissa Brookes
explains why this dichotomy has occurred. Using the coordination and context-appropriate (CCAP) theory, she assesses this
divergence, arguing that the success of transnational alliances
hinges not only on effective coordination across borders and
within workers’ local organizations but also on their ability to
exploit vulnerabilities in global value chains, invoke national
and international institutions, and mobilize networks of stakeholders in ways that threaten employers’ core, material interests.
Brookes uses six comparative case studies spanning four industries, five countries, and fifteen years. From dockside labor
disputes in Britain and Australia to service sector campaigns in
the supermarket and private security industries to campaigns
aimed at luxury hotels in Southeast Asia, Brookes creates her
new theoretical framework and speaks to debates in international and comparative political economy on the politics of economic
globalization, the viability of private governance, and the impact
of organized labor on economic inequality. From this assessment, Brookes provides a vital update to the international relations literature on non-state actors and transnational activism
and shows how we can understand the unique capacities labor
has as a transnational actor.
Marissa Brookes is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the
University of California, Riverside.

$26.95 paperback 978-1-5017-3930-9
216 pages, 6 x 9, 1 chart
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“Marissa Brookes’ masterful book sheds
new light on why some transnational labor
alliances succeed and others fail. This
book is riveting and an excellent example
of how comparative case study research
can yield new theoretical insights.”—Teri
L. Caraway, University of Minnesota, and
coeditor of Working through the Past
“The New Politics of Transnational Labor is
a clear, elegant, well-designed study that
tackles important questions of theoretical
and practical significance in a creative
manner. It will make a strong impression
on scholarly and non-specialist audiences
alike.”—Rudra Sil, University of Pennsylvania, coeditor of The Politics of Labor in a
Global Age

Speaking Out in Vietnam
Public Political Criticism in a Communist
Party–Ruled Nation
Benedict J. Tria Kerkvliet

Since 1990 public political criticism has evolved into a prominent feature of Vietnam’s political landscape. So argues Benedict
Kerkvliet in his analysis of Communist Party–ruled Vietnam.
Speaking Out in Vietnam assesses the rise and diversity of these
public displays of disagreement, showing that it has morphed
from family whispers to large-scale use of electronic media.
In discussing how such criticism has become widespread
over the last three decades, Kerkvliet focuses on four clusters
of critics: factory workers demanding better wages and living
standards; villagers demonstrating and petitioning against
corruption and land confiscations; citizens opposing China’s
encroachment into Vietnam and criticizing China-Vietnam relations; and dissidents objecting to the party-state regime and
pressing for democratization. He finds that public political criticism ranges from lambasting corrupt authorities to condemning
repression of bloggers to protesting about working conditions.
Speaking Out in Vietnam shows that although we may think that
the party-state represses public criticism, in fact Vietnamese
authorities often tolerate and respond positively to such public
and open protests.
Benedict J. Tria K erkvliet is Emeritus Professor in the Department of Political and Social Change at the Australian National University and an Affiliate Graduate Faculty member at the
University of Hawaii. He is author of several books, including,
most recently, The Power of Everyday Politics.

“This book is a decisive cornerstone for
the growing literature on resistance and
collective action in Vietnam. . . . essential
reading for many future projects that
aim to focus on the landscape of resistance in non-democratic and repressive
contexts.”—ASEAS(UK)
“Benedict J. Tria Kerkvliet clearly knows
Vietnamese society deeply and thoroughly,
and gives a lively, realistic portrait of the
present-day life there.”—Andrew WellsDang, Senior Governance Advisor, Oxfam
in Vietnam
“Speaking Out in Vietnam provides convincing explanations for the party-state’s
reactions, when and why repressing, when
and why tolerating, and when and why
being responsive.”—Hy Van Luong, University of Toronto, and author of Tradition,
Revolution, and Market Economy in a North
Vietnamese Village, 1925-2006

$49.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-3638-4
246 pages, 6 x 9, 6 b&w halftones
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Statebuilding by Imposition
Resistance and Control in Colonial Taiwan
and the Philippines
Reo Matsuzaki

How do modern states emerge from the turmoil of undergoverned spaces? This is the question Reo Matsuzaki ponders in
Statebuilding by Imposition. Comparing Taiwan and the Philippines under the colonial rule of Japan and the United States,
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, he shows
similar situations produce different outcomes and yet lead us
to one conclusion.
Contemporary statebuilding efforts by the US and the UN
start from the premise that strong states can and should be
constructed through the establishment of representative government institutions, a liberalized economy, and laws that protect private property and advance personal liberties. But when
statebuilding runs into widespread popular resistance, as it did
in both Taiwan the Philippines, statebuilding success depends
on reconfiguring the very fabric of society, embracing local elites
rather than the broad population, and giving elites the power
to discipline the people. In Taiwan under Japanese rule, local
elites behaved as obedient and effective intermediaries and
contributed to government authority; in the Philippines under
US rule, they became the very cause of the state’s weakness by
aggrandizing wealth, corrupting the bureaucracy, and obstructing policy enforcement. As Statebuilding by Imposition details,
Taiwanese and Filipino history teaches us that the imposition
of democracy is no guarantee of success when forming a new
state and that illiberal actions may actually be more effective.
Matsuzaki’s controversial political history forces us to question
whether statebuilding, given what it would take for this to result
in the construction of a strong state, is the best way to address
undergoverned spaces in the world today.
Reo Matsuzaki is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Trinity College.

$49.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-3483-0
264 pages, 6 x 9, 2 maps
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“Statebuilding by Imposition is full of
provocative arguments about the inability of democracies to build effective
states. Reo Matsuzaki’s candor about the
mismatch between liberal values and the
nature of statebuilding by imposition is admirable.”—Tuong Vu, Professor of Political
Science, University of Oregon, and author
of Vietnam’s Communist Revolution
“Crystalline logic, simple organization,
detailed evidence, and profound conclusions make Statebuilding by Imposition an essential reading for those who
recommend outside intervention to build
the state institutions and economies of
others.”—S.C.M. Paine, William S. Sims
University Professor, US Naval War College, and author of The Japanese Empire

When Violence Works
Postconflict Violence and Peace in Indonesia
Patrick Barron

Why are some places successful in moving from war to consolidated peace while others continue to be troubled by violence?
And why does postconflict violence take different forms and
have different intensities? By developing a new theory of postconflict violence Patrick Barron’s When Violence Works makes a
significant contribution to our understanding.
Barron picks out three postconflict regions in Indonesia
in which to analyze what happens once the “official” fighting
ends: North Maluku has seen peace consolidated; Maluku still
witnesses large episodes of violence; and Aceh experiences continuing occurrences of violence but on a smaller scale than in
Maluku. He argues that violence after war has ended (revenge
killings, sexual violence, gang battles, and violent crime, in addition to overtly political conflict) is not the result of failed elite
bargains or weak states, but occurs because the actors involved
see it as beneficial and lowcost. His findings pertain directly to
Indonesia, but the theory will have relevance far beyond as those
studying countries such as Colombia, the Philippines, Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria seek a framework in which to assess what
happens after war ends. Barron’s theory also provides practical
guidance for policymakers and development practitioners. Ultimately, When Violence Works pushes forward our understanding
of why postconflict violence occurs and takes the forms it does.
Patrick Barron is Regional Advisor for the World Bank. He previously served as Regional Director at The Asia Foundation and
led the World Bank’s conflict programming in Indonesia for
seven years. He is coauthor of the award-winning Contesting
Development and has written for World Development, Journal of
Political Economy, and Journal of East Asian Studies.

“When Violence Works is an impressive
book on multiple levels. Its theoretical
sophistication will appeal to theorists in
political science and peace studies. While
its presentation of detailed case studies
on post-conflict regions in Indonesia will
be of great interest to scholars working in
Southeast Asia.”—Christopher R. Duncan,
Associate Professor of Anthropology,
Rutgers University, and author of Violence
and Vengeance
“Does peace obtain after civil war or big
riots? This book explains why, after big
conflict, small violence persists. It concentrates on Indonesia, a country which has
not played a big role in ethnic conflict literature, though it certainly should. When
Violence Works is a noteworthy contribution.”—Ashutosh Varshney, Brown
University

$49.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-3544-8
300 pages, 6 x 9, 3 b&w line drawings, 1 map, 4 graphs
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Scandal and Democracy
Media Politics in Indonesia
Mary E. McCoy

Successful transitions to enduring democracy are both difficult
and rare. In Scandal and Democracy, Mary E. McCoy explores
how newly democratizing nations can avoid reverting to authoritarian solutions in response to the daunting problems brought
about by sudden change. The troubled transitions that have derailed democratization in nations worldwide make this problem
a major concern for scholars and citizens alike.
This study of Indonesia’s transition from authoritarian rule
sheds light on the fragility not just of democratic transitions but
of democracy itself and finds that democratization’s durability
depends, to a surprising extent, on the role of the media, particularly its airing of political scandal and intraelite conflict. More
broadly, Scandal and Democracy examines how the media’s use
of new freedoms can help ward off a slide into pseudodemocracy
or a return to authoritarian rule. As Indonesia marks the twentieth anniversary of its democratic revolution of 1998, it remains
among the world’s most resilient new democracies and one of
the few successful democratic transitions in the Muslim world.
McCoy explains the media’s central role in this change and
corroborates that finding with comparative cases from Mexico,
Tunisia, and South Korea, offering counterintuitive insights that
help make sense of the success and failure of recent transitions
to democracy.
Mary E. McCoy is a faculty associate in the Department of Communication Arts and the Center for Southeast Asian Studies at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

SOUTHEAST ASIA PROGRAM PUBLICATIONS
$23.95 paperback 978-1-5017-3104-4
222 pages, 7 x 10, 1 b&w line drawing, 2 maps
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“Scandal and Democracy is an excellent
book which explores in depth the media in
the crucial period of Indonesia’s transition
from authoritarian rule to democracy
and beyond.”—Ross Tapsell, Australian
National University, and author of Media
Power in Indonesia
“Mary McCoy offers a fascinating and
experienced analysis of Indonesian
politics through the lens of the media.
She puts elite collusion at the heart
of Indonesia’s democratic woes and
highlights the positive role that scandals
can play in breaking down corrupt political
arrangements.”—Dan Slater, University of
Michigan, author of Ordering Power

Democracy for Sale
Elections, Clientelism, and the State in
Indonesia
Edward Aspinall & Ward Berenschot

Democracy for Sale is an on-the-ground account of Indonesian
democracy, analyzing its election campaigns and behind-thescenes machinations. Edward Aspinall and Ward Berenschot
assess the informal networks and political strategies that shape
access to power and privilege in the messy political environment
of contemporary Indonesia.
In post-Suharto Indonesian politics the exchange of patronage for political support is commonplace. Clientelism, argue the
authors, saturates the political system, and in Democracy for
Sale they reveal the everyday practices of vote buying, influence
peddling, manipulating government programs, and skimming
money from government projects. In doing so, Aspinall and
Berenschot advance three major arguments. The first argument
points toward the role of religion, kinship, and other identities
in Indonesian clientelism. The second explains how and why
Indonesia’s distinctive system of free-wheeling clientelism came
into being. And the third argument addresses variation in the
patterns and intensity of clientelism. Through these arguments
and with comparative leverage from political practices in India
and Argentina, Democracy for Sale provides compelling evidence
of the importance of informal networks and relationships rather
than formal parties and institutions in contemporary Indonesia.
Edward Aspinall is Professor of Politics at the Australian National University. He is the author of several books, among them
Opposing Suharto and Islam and Nation, and the coedited volume
Electoral Dynamics in Indonesia.
Ward Berenschot is a researcher at KITLV Leiden and the author
of Riot Politics and the co-edited volume In Search of Middle
Indonesia.

“A painstakingly researched examination
of the way Indonesia has become a
patronage democracy. . . . Aspinall and
Berenschot’s book shows how many has
weakened political parties, ensures that
personalities matter more than policy,
favors incumbents, and almost forces
politicians to become corrupt in order to
recoup the expense of running for office.”—
New York Review of Books
“Democracy for Sale promises to be a major
contribution to Indonesian politics, and
also a book that will be read, discussed,
and cited by authors working crossnationally.”—Tom Pepinsky, Cornell
University, and author of Economic
Crises and the Breakdown of Authoritarian
Regimes
“Democracy for Sale is an outstanding book
with a compelling mix of methodologies
that will be useful for scientists interested
in clientelism in general.”—Andreas Ufen,
German Institute of Global and Area
Studies, and coeditor of Democratization
in Post-Suharto Indonesia and Party Politics
in Southeast Asia

$32.95 paperback 978-1-5017-3298-0
330 pages, 6 x 9, 4 b&w line drawings, 2 maps, 2 charts
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EMOTIONAL DIPLOMACY
Official Emotion on the International Stage
Todd H. Hall
$26.95 paperback 978-1-5017-3582-0

POLITICS UNDER THE INFLUENCE
Vodka and Public Policy in Putin’s Russia
Anna L. Bailey
$24.95 paperback 978-1-5017-2440-4

UNRIVALED
Why America Will Remain the World’s Sole
Superpower
Michael Beckley
$29.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-2478-7
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs

RISING TITANS, FALLING GIANTS
How Great Powers Exploit Power Shifts
Joshua R. Itzkowitz Shifrinson
$45.00 hardcover 978-1-5017-2505-0
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs

SMILE OF THE HUMAN BOMB
New Perspectives on Suicide Terrorism
Gideon Aran
Translated by jeffrey Green

$34.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-2475-6

BORDERLINE CITIZENS
The United States, Puerto Rico, and the Politics
of Colonial Migration
Robert C. McGreevey
$45.00 hardcover 978-1-5017-1614-0
The United States in the World
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WHEN RIGHT MAKES MIGHT
Rising Powers and World Order
Stacie E. Goddard
$45.00 hardcover 978-1-5017-3030-6
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs
ATOMIC ASSURANCE
The Alliance Politics of Nuclear Proliferation
Alexander Lanoszka
$49.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-2918-8
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs

THE COMMANDER’S DILEMMA
Violence and Restraint in Wartime
Amelia Hoover Green
$49.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-2647-7
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs

WINNING HEARTS AND VOTES
Social Services and the Islamist Political
Advantage
Steven Brooke
$39.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-3062-7

COVERT REGIME CHANGE
America’s Secret Cold War
Lindsey A. O’Rourke
$39.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-3065-8

EMPIRE OF HOPE
The Sentimental Politics of Japanese Decline
David Leheny
$39.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-2907-2

GOOD GOVERNANCE GONE BAD
How Nordic Adaptability Leads to Excess
darius ornston
$31.95 paperback 978-1-5017-3017-7
Cornell Studies in Political Economy

TAMING JAPAN’S DEFLATION
The Debate over Unconventional Monetary
Policy
Gene Park, Saori N. Katada, Giacomo Chiozza, & Yoshiko Kojo
$45.00 hardcover 978-1-5017-2817-4
Cornell Studies in Money

NATIONAL SECESSION
Persuasion and Violence in Independence
Campaigns
Philip G. Roeder
$49.95 hardcovder 978-1-5017-2598-2

THE VENTURE CAPITAL STATE
The Silicon Valley Model in East Asia
Robin Klingler-Vidra
$49.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-2337-7
Cornell Studies in Political Economy
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THE MIGRANT PASSAGE
Clandestine Journeys from Central America
Noelle Kateri Brigden
$24.95 paperback 978-1-5017-3055-9
DARK PASTS
Changing the State’s Story in Turkey and Japan
Jennifer M. Dixon
$55.00 hardcover 978-1-5017-3024-5
THE ONE-WAY STREET OF INTEGRATION
Fair Housing and the Pursuit of Racial Justice in
American Cities
Edward G. Goetz
$TBD paperback978-1-5017-4847-9
TROUBLED WATERS
Insecurity in the Persian Gulf
Mehran Kamrava
$29.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-2035-2
Persian Gulf Studies
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TWILIGHT OF THE TITANS
Great Power Decline and Retrenchment
Paul K. MacDonald & Joseph M. Parent
$42.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-1709-3
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs
LABORATORY OF SOCIALIST
DEVELOPMENT
Cold War Politics and Decolonization in Soviet
Tajikistan
Artemy M. Kalinovsky
$42.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-1566-3
LIMITS TO DECOLONIZATION
Indigeneity, Territory, and Hydrocarbon Politics
in the Bolivian Chaco
Penelope Anthias
$27.95 paperback 978-1-5017-1436-8
Cornell Series on Land
THE REVOLUTION OF ‘28
Al Smith, American Progressivism, and the
Coming of the New Deal
Robert Chiles
$32.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-0550-2

WHY TERRORISTS QUIT
The Disengagement of Indonesian Jihadists
Julie Chernov Hwang
$39.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-1082-7
PARTICIPATION WITHOUT DEMOCRACY
Containing Conflict in Southeast Asia
Garry Rodan
$32.95 paperback 978-1-5017-2011-6
STOPPING THE BOMB
The Sources and Effectiveness of US
Nonproliferation Policy
Nicholas L. Miller
$47.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-1780-2
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs
POLITICAL CORRUPTION AND SCANDALS
IN JAPAN
Matthew M. Carlson & Steven R. Reed
$39.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-1565-5

THE POLITICS OF THE HEADSCARF IN THE
UNITED STATES
Bozena C. Welborne, Aubrey L. Westfall,
Özge Çelik Russell, & Sarah A. Tobin.
$22.95 paperback 978-1-5017-1537-2
EVILS OF POLYGYNY
Evidence of Its Harm to Women, Men, and
Society
Rose McDermott & Kristen Renwick Monroe
with commentary by B.J. Wray, Robert Jervis, &
Valerie Hudson

$19.95 paperback 978-1-5017-1804-5
The Easton Lectures

WARS OF LAW
Unintended Consequences in the Regulation of
Armed Conflict
Tanisha M. Fazal
$39.95 hardcover 978-1-5017-1981-3

Winner of the International Law Section Annual Book Award

THE WAGES OF OIL
Parliaments and Economic Development in
Kuwait and the UAE
Michael Herb
$25.00 978-1-5017-2517-3 paperback
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